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INVENTIONS FOR QUALITY OF LIFE

Easy access to your 
high seated vehicle



The TURNY swivels the car seat out through the 
door opening and lowers it to a suitable position 
for transfer to or from a wheelchair.

The TURNY can be installed in the front passenger 
seat or in the mid row and provides safe means of 
transport for the mobility-impaired, as the original 
three-point car belt is retained. 

To save space, installation is recommended with 
a low-level car seat such as the BEV seat, which 
is easily adapted to the user’s special needs and 
offers a wide range of practical accessories to 
ensure maximum seating comfort. 

Turny HD/Turny Orbit 300

Turny HD/ Turny Orbit 395

The TURNY is available in two lifting heights; 
300 mm and 395 mm, suitable for high seated 
vehicles such as MPVs, SUVs, mini-buses and 
vans.

A wireless remote control is available as an 
optional extra and the maximum lowering stop is 
programmable.

The product is installed in the original car seat 
mounts in the fl oor, which in the majority of cases 
causes no damage to the vehicle, and it can also 
be transferred when necessary to another vehicle.

The TURNY is CE- and E-marked and approved 
for a lifting capacity of 150 kg. It has also been 
subjected to crash, tensile and load tests. 

Turny lowers the seat to a 
comfortable ground level

Colour options

The installation

The Turny covers are available in two colour options:
Grey, as shown in the pictures above and
Tan, as in picture below.



Turny HD and Turny 
Orbit are operated with a 

manual control. 
A remote control is avail-

able as an optional extra.

The major difference between the models; TURNY 
Orbit and TURNY HD, is that the former has fully 
electrically operated swivelling, lowering and lifting. 
This product allows passengers to handle inward and 
outward swivelling themselves, using a manual control, 
or permit somebody else to control this operation.

TURNY Orbit 

TURNY HD 

Using the Turny Orbit:

Transfer from a wheelchair

The Turny Orbit has electrically operated swivelling, 
lifting and lowering.

TURNY HD has electrically operated lifting and lowering,
while inward and outward swivelling is done manually 
by lifting the release lever by the side of the car seat.



Turny in combination with the Carony system

CARONY Fixed eliminates lifting by 
the attendant and simplifi es transfer to 
and from the vehicle. A couple of simple 
hand movements allow a single person to 
transfer the chair and passenger from the 
wheelchair base to the passenger seat. 
This is done without any lifting and so 
avoids arm and back strain. The compact 
wheelchair base is stored in the trunk 
when not in use. CARONY Fixed is CE-
marked.

++

CARONY Fixed is a specially designed CARONY model that is used in combination with the 
TURNY car seat lift. Its continuously adjustable lifting and lowering function allows it to dock with 
the CARONY Fixed base, which has a set standard height. The set of pictures below illustrates pas-
senger transfer from a CARONY Fixed to a TURNY Orbit in a mini-bus.

3. Store the wheel unit in the 
vehicle.

1. Swivel Turny outwards and 
lower to a suitable height.

2. Dock the wheelchair to Turny 
and slide the seat onto the rails.

4. Use the manual control for 
lifting and inward swivelling.

5. Swivel Turny inwards to the 
passenger seat in the vehicle.

6. Total time of inward swivel-
ling is about 38 seconds.



CARONY Kids comprises a wheelchair base, a comfortable 
seat with adjustable neck rest and lumbar support, as well as a 
foot support that facilitates swivelling into and out of the vehicle. 
It is available in four different versions for Turny. 

- With 12” rear wheels as a transport wheelchair
- With 24” wheels for children who can wheel the chair unaided
- With a CARONY Fixed base with a set standard height
- as a Kids seat without the Carony system

Carony Kids – a solution for families with children!

40 cm 
(+5 cm)

++

1.1. 2.2.

3.3. 4.4.

By using a Carony Kids with your Turny, your child can easily get in 
and out of the vehicle without needing to be lifted.
The seat depth is only 40 cm and can be extended up to 5 cm.

The seat- and backrest cushions are washable and can be replaced 
if required. When the child has outgrown the chair it can be rebuilt 
as an adult chair following directions supplied by Autoadapt.



Turny Options

Lumbar support

Side support

Seat- and backrest cushions 
for the BEV-seat

Footrest

The footrest is foldable. It is 
mounted between the Turny and 
the seat rails. # 101292

Wireless Remote Control

A key-ring size transmitter and a 
receiver.
Frequency: 869.85 MHz.
# 101843 

Slide rails
The seat slide rails are 
mounted on the Turny for 
lengthwise adjustment of 
the seat. # 100505

Tilda

Tilda enables the seat to be tilted 15º 
backwards, in three steps.
Height under the seat: 24 mm.
                        Right. # 101837
                        Left: # 101838
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The lumbar support is placed un-
der the backrest cushion or under 
the seat cushion for support. It is 
fi xed by a Velcro fastening.
Lumbar support # 100432

Seat cushion # 102194, 
Backrest cushion # 102193

There is also a Pressure Relief Seat 
Cushion available. 
Medium # 102191 (less than 75 kg)
Hard # 102192 (more than 75 kg) 

The side support is placed 
behind the backrest cushion or 
behind the seat cushion for sup-
port. Side support # 100430 

2-point belt
To secure the passenger while 
lowering or lifting. # 100425



The Turny for commercial traffi c

The TURNY Orbit is the perfect solution for taxicabs and 
community transport vehicles. It ensures safe transportation 
for the mobility-impaired as the original three-point car belts 
are used and the car seats can also be retained. 

This product offers a simple way to assist passengers to exit 
and enter high-sill vehicles. It also facilitates the daily work 
of the drivers as no heavy and awkward lifting is required 
during use. Instead, the driver can control the entire process 
with a remote, as motion is electrically powered, with the 
focus entirely on the passenger.

TURNY Orbit has undergone crash tests and is approved for commercial use installed in 
a selection of vehicle models. Please contact Autoadapt for up-to-date information con-
cerning this.

Turny Orbit is easy to handle. The driver 
just pushes a button to ease the passenger 
into the vehicle. Here is the product in-
stalled on the right-hand side of the central 
row in a VW Transporter T5.

VW Transporter T5 with Turny installed 
for the front passenger seat.

The London “Dial-a-Ride” vehicles are equipped with 2 Turnys in 
the middle row.

Tilda



Illustrations, descriptions and specifi cations in the brochure are based on current product information. 
Autoadapt Ltd. reserves the right to make changes without previous notifi cation. 
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Turny HD/Turny Orbit 

Vertical motion:
Installed height:
Maximum user weight:

300 mm, 395 mm
165 mm
150 kg

Crash test of a 
Turny Orbit 

in a Toyota Sienna.

Turny HD and Turny Orbit are E-marked, 
which indicates compliance with the United 
Nations global motor vehicle regulations. 
E-marking is a type approval and is issued 
in Sweden by the Swedish 
Road Administration.

Turny HD and Turny Orbit meet the current requirements speci-
fi ed in EU directives: 
72/245/EEG to  95/54/EG, 74/60/EEG to 2000/4/EG, 
74/408/EEG to 96/37/EG,  76/115/EEG to 96/38/EEG, 
93/42/EEG, 95/28/EG, 89/392/EEG to  98/37/EG 
as well as ECE R-10, ECE R-14, ECE R-17 
and also FMVSS 201, 207,  208, 209, 210 and 302.
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